RANGES RULES
1. All ranges are open at sunrise eastern standard time and closed at sunset
eastern standard time unless authorized by the Board of Directors.
2. Display your membership card when using the various ranges. Be polite if asked
to show your membership card.
3. Proper gun safety shall be observed at all times which includes adequate
hearing and eye protection.
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5. All weapons shall be removed from the firing lines benches and remain that
way while people are down range placing, checking or removing targets.
6. All children (ages 15 years or younger) must be accompanied by an adult or
guardian.
7. No ALCOHOLIC beverage or NARCOTICS are permitted on any range.
8. No glass, cans, metal, plastics or Trap clays are permitted on the firing range as
targets.
9. Tracers, armor piercing or ammunition and targets considered incendiary or
explosive are strictly prohibited.
10. Only proper targets posted on the material supplied is approved. Do not put
targets on framing material or railroad ties.
11. All objects, trash, targets, and spent cartridges must be removed by firing
range users. Misfired and live ammunition shall be put in container provided, not
in burn barrels.
12. Firearms using center fire cartridges .50 caliber or larger are strictly
prohibited.
13. Fully automatic weapons and bump stocks are strictly prohibited.

14. All shooters must fire from or by the shooting benches. Absolutely no
shooting is allowed outside of this area unless approved by the Board of
Directors.
15. In the event of a firearm malfunction, the shooter shall keep their weapon
pointed down range and call for a cease fire, unload all weapons as soon as
possible. When the malfunction is cleared, advise all shooters that range is
cleared.
16. Range use is restricted for members and guest. Members are responsible for
their actions and those of their guest.
17. Members violating range rules will be brought before the Board of Directors.
18. The range will also be closing at 3:00 p.m. on dates of club functions such as
Steak Feeds, and others functions designated by the Board of Directors.
19. Each range user is required to observe and comply with all rules posted on the
ranges. In the absence of specific rules all shooters will comply with general
firearm safety standards and use good common sense.
20. No vehicles are permitted forward of the firing line except for placing targets
at 200 yards and beyond and maintenance to the range.

